Struggle to make your writing flow?
Need another set of eyes before you hit publish?
Looking for a way to hone your craft?
I have the solution for you!
I am passionate about transforming messy words into masterpiece messages. I enjoy encouraging writers
and watching their craft improve. Having a second set of eyes on your work gives you the ability to focus
on writing your next piece instead of editing incessantly. Partnering with an editor provides the
accountability necessary to increase your consistency and establish yourself as a serious writer.
My services include:
* a combination of proofreading and copy editing
* grammatical corrections
* suggestions for flow, sentence structure, organization, tone, word selection
* occasional suggestions for sentence re-writes
* encouragement, accountability, improvement
* occasional fact checking
* title analysis and suggestions
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I ask for a minimum of 72 hours turn around time for each piece. Additionally, you’ll receive one re-read
per piece after you’ve made your changes following my initial edits. I do my editing in ink (usually a pretty
color) on a printed copy of your work. I will return a scanned copy of your work with my editorial marks
electronically.
You are certainly under no obligation to implement my recommendations. Your writing is your own. My
suggestions are just suggestions. I enjoy getting to know my client’s voice and style over time and tailoring
my services to their needs.
My goal for our partnership is to improve your writing to the point where you might not need my services
any longer.
I believe the partnership between a writer and her editor is a special relationship. To make sure we are a
good fit for each other, I will edit one piece free of charge for you. This way you can see the value I add to
your work and determine if we’re compatible. This trial run also gives me the chance to see if I feel
comfortable taking my pen to your prose.
If my services interest you, contact me so we can discuss creating the perfect package to meet your needs.
I’m open to editing single blog-length pieces, establishing a monthly or semi-annual editing subscription,
taking on manuscript length works, or anything in between.
E-mail me at liz@creativeinspirationsatmymessydesk.com to get the process started.
Making this investment in your writing will help you stay on track with your writing goals!
Blessings,
Liz
Liz Giertz
My Messy Desk
www.LizGiertz.com
(309)912-3191
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